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Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue is a volunteer-based 501(c)(3) animal welfare organization
dedicated to rescuing and re-homing English Springer Spaniels through

rescue, rehabilitation, training, humane education, and community outreach.

Happy Anniversary, MAESSR!
20 years and counting …

Did you know in May of this year MAESSR will celebrate 20 
years of rescue? MAESSR started with just a handful of 
folks and a dream of saving our beloved English Springer 

Spaniels. Not knowing what the future might hold, they had 
a dream and look where we are today! We’ve grown from three 
people sitting in a living room with an idea, to more than 798 
volunteers. It is thanks to our dedicated volunteers that we 
have grown into a thriving organization. Whenever there is a 
need within the organization, the coordinators will send out a 
plea for help to all volunteers. We can always count on someone 
to step up, whether it’s pulling a dog from a shelter, transport-
ing, fostering, quick overnights, making phone calls, providing 
expertise, or processing paper work. You, our volunteers, do it 
all.

To honor our volunteers, we are planning to acknowledge their 
contributions at our annual picnics. Each volunteer will be rec-
ognized and awarded a certificate for a job well done. If you are 
a volunteer, please make sure to you attend at least one picnic 
so we can collectively celebrate our successes and we can say, 
“Thank you.”

Of course, we must mention our loving adoptive homes. To all 
those who open their heart to rescue, we express our deepest 
gratitude. MAESSR would be nothing without you. You look be-

yond the “baggage” each dog carries and are willing to give him 
or her a second chance. 

A special thanks to those who have opened their hearts to se-
nior dogs. While their time here may not be as long as we’d like, 
because of your love and kindness they leave this earth knowing 
love.

Many of our volunteers give generously of themselves. How-
ever, I would be remiss if we did not recognize our beloved CEO, 
Debbie Lipscey, and her husband, Bill, who give so much to this 
organization. Debbie and Bill, we thank you. 

To each volunteer, adopter, and supporter—words cannot ex-
press our gratitude for all you do. One look into a Springer’s face 
and you understand why you must help.

To the next generation, we look to you to become stewards of 
MAESSR to shape and care for our organization and take us 
through the next 20 years. Homeless and unwanted Springers 
are counting on you and we are, too. 

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, MAESSR!
LINDA JOHNSTON, CHAIR OF THE BOARD
DEBBIE PUGH, VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR

The one absolutely unselfish friend that 
man can have in this selfish world, the 
one that never deserts him, the one that 
never proves ungrateful or treacherous, 
is his dog … He will kiss the hand that  
has no food to offer; he will lick the  
wounds and sores that come in encoun- 
ter with the roughness of the world …  
When all other friends desert, he remains.
George G. Vest 

Because of the dog’s joyfulness, our own 
is increased. It is no small gift. It is not 
the least reason why we should honor as 
well as love the dog of our own life, and 
the dog down the street, and all the dogs 
not yet born. What would the world be 
like without music or rivers or the green 
and tender grass? What would this world 
be like without dogs?
Mary Oliver, Dog Songs 
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Who’s That Volunteer? Tom Bigford!
MARTHA W. McCARTNEY

Tom Bigford of Williams-
burg, Virginia, is a talented 
videographer who gener-

ously shares his unique skills 
with MAESSR. In fact, one of 
his beautiful videos can be seen 
on the MAESSR website. Tom’s 
involvement with MAESSR began 
in 2002 when he and his wife, 
Anne, adopted Holly, and he 
became acquainted with Monica 
Lapolt, one of our organization’s 
founders. Holly had been badly 
neglected until MAESSR stepped 
in. The Bigfords welcomed her 
into their home, and after they 
gave her the loving care she 
needed—and deserved—she 
blossomed into a beautiful dog. 
After Holly crossed the Rainbow 
Bridge in 2013, Tom and Anne 
adopted Mandy, a blind senior 
ESS, who had come to MAESSR 
with serious ear infections and 
a lengthy history of neglect. 
Mandy, like Holly before her, is 
now thriving, thanks to the TLC 
she receives from the Bigfords.

Tom, a retiree originally from Lake Forest, Illinois, near Chicago, 
is a graduate of Boston University and a U.S. Navy veteran. His 
career in marketing and advertising took his family to many parts 
of the United States. After initially retiring in the Northern Neck, 
Tom and Anne moved to Maine, but more recently relocated in 
Williamsburg so that they could be closer to their daughter, real-
tor Lis Moore, and their grandchildren. The first video Tom made 

for MAESSR was a collage of Springer photos, fabricated from the 
hundreds of images that Kim Bolster provided from several years of 
calendar submissions. He’s looking forward to making other videos 
for MAESSR in the future, ones that will be much more abbreviated. 
Holly, and now Mandy and the rest of us, are very fortunate to have 
the Bigfords as part of the MAESSR family.

MANDY ON HER DAY OF ADOPTION

TOM AND HOLLYANNE AND HOLLY

MANDY AT A MAESSR SPRINGERFEST
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Who’s That Board Member? Dr. Christine Morlino!
VICTORIA PHILLIPS

Dr. Christine Morlino was first introduced 
to MAESSR back in 2002 when she began 
treating some of the dogs Debbie Lipcsey 

brought to her practice. Her love affair with 
Springers began when she became increasingly 
enchanted by all those cute nose freckles and 
wonderful personalities. As she learned more 
about MAESSR and the wonderful work the 
organization does to help these beautiful, furry 
friends, she was sold on MAESSR.

Dr. Morlino said, “I have never met a group 
with so many dedicated, enthusiastic, profes-
sional volunteers. In my work, I have gotten 
to work with a lot of different rescue groups over the years and 
MAESSR is truly a class act! I was honored to be asked to join 
the Board of Directors and am committed to contributing to this 

wonderful group in whatever way I can.”

Dr. Morlino received her undergraduate 
degree from the University of Virginia and her 
veterinary degree from the VA-MD Regional 
College of Veterinary Medicine. She’s originally 
from Williamsburg, Virginia, but has lived and 
practiced in the Richmond area for the last 20 
years. Her special interests include geriatric 
medicine, dentistry, exotic animals, and client 
education. Christine and her husband, Joe, 
have three children, two dogs (Jodi and Molly), 
several goats and sheep, and a Sicilian don-
key named Giovanni. During her time off, she 

enjoys hiking, traveling, spending time with friends and family, 
and volunteering at her church and in the community.

Attention, MAESSR Dog Owners:
You can submit photos for next year’s 
MAESSR calendar anytime this year!
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In October 2014, Jack, then age 6, was relinquished to a 
shelter by his family who no longer wanted him. The poor 
neglected boy had been crated 14 hours a day for the previ-

ous five years and was in bad shape. Volunteers at the shelter 
had worked with MAESSR on other pups, so they contacted 
them about Jack. Upon pickup, Jack was taken to the vet, who 
said he had a severe skin condition, bad eye and ear infections, 
toenails so long that he couldn’t walk, an upper respiratory con-
dition, and was very underweight. He was started on medica-
tions and on better food and gradually came back to full health. 
He must have been loved and cared for at some point, because 
he had excellent manners and a sweet personality. 

Jack was so used to being in a crate, he seemed unsure about 
being given run of the whole house. He would look up at his 
foster mom to make sure it was OK to enter any of the rooms. 
He loved his newfound freedom and attention in his foster 
home, putting his paw on his foster parents to ask for more lov-
ing if they stopped petting him. 

As Jack began to feel better and became more used to his foster 
family and newfound freedom, he began to play with squeaky 
toys and loved his long walks and family time. In a little over 
two months from entering MAESSR care, Jack 22 was ready for 
his own forever family. It just 
shows the love that MAESSR 
fosters bestow on these pups 
and the length MAESSR will 
go to rescue and help a pup in 
need.

Jack 22 was adopted by his 
own forever family, Darlene 
and David Gratton, in January 
2015. Darlene drives school 
bus in the Pittsburgh area and 
David drives a gas truck. Jack 
even had a new brother and 
buddy to keep him company, 
Snoopy, another ESS they had 
adopted as a puppy a few years 
before. It took a little while, 
as you can expect, for the 
boys to warm up to each other 
and become best friends, but 
that is exactly what they have 
become! Jack loves to go for 
walks and car rides, although 
he is not allowed to be on 
Darlene’s school bus. Jack is so 
smart that a lot of words need 
to be spelled out—like leash, 
car ride, or walk. He gets so 
excited when any of these 
things occur! Snoopy taught 
Jack about sleeping with toys, 

Then and Now: Jack 22
LINDA SHOPE

and now Jack does it, too. He’ll fall asleep with his favorite 
stuffed bunny toy in his mouth, and then when he is asleep 
and it falls out of his mouth, he’ll lay on it. He loves to run and 
wrestle with Snoopy and both boys will stand at the window 
softly crying while they watch David shovel the snow out front 
because they aren’t allowed out there since it is not fenced. 
The boys have a big fenced yard in back that they love to run 
and play in. Jack is David’s boy, unless he’s not there, at which 
time he’ll become Darlene’s boy. Jack loves to cuddle and LOVES 
attention, pawing Darlene and David if he hasn’t had enough 
petting and belly rubs.

Oh, those silly pups, with their bath time antics and Jack’s “Bah 
Humbug” hat! Speaking of funny things Jack does, he recently 
stole a piece of bread off the table at suppertime. In fact, it 
was the last piece of bread in the bag! He decided since no one 
was eating it, it must be his! Then there was the time that Jack 
relentlessly chased a family of baby bunnies back and forth for 
about two hours that were under Darlene and David’s forsythia 
bushes. No bunnies were harmed, but it sure was entertaining to 
watch! Or, the doe and two fawns that Jack would stare at for a 
couple weeks while they hung out in the yard before moving on.

continued on page 5
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Then and Now: Jack 22
continued from page 4

What a lucky boy to have a big yard to run in, a house where he 
is encouraged to explore, people who love him, and not have to 
be stuck in a crate any more for 14 hours a day. Jack, you sure 
have hit the jackpot and become part of a wonderful family who 
certainly loves you! Thank you, MAESSR, for a match made in 
heaven!

Although significant behavioral research has been done in  
   the area of classical and operant conditioning and on  
     how dogs learn, pet owners and trainers still debate 

whether food should be used as a reward to learn (or unlearn) 
a behavior. I don’t have to 
look very far to find a website 
that insists, “A dog CAN and 
SHOULD be trained WITHOUT 
the use of food, clickers, and/
or other gadgets. Using these 
items teaches your dog to re-
spond only to external stimuli 
and not out of his natural, 
instinctive need to please its 
pack leader. You also end up 
with an overweight, unhealthy 
dog. IT IS NOT NECESSARY!”

Of course, I don’t agree with 
this statement. It contradicts 
science and here’s why. As 
stated in Positively.com, Food 
has the power to not only enhance a dog’s ability to learn but 
also to help a dog overcome fear or anxiety by raising the levels 
of dopamine in the brain and stimulating the desire to seek or 
move towards the food reward. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter 
that plays a major role in reward-driven learning and helps regu-
late movement and emotional responses.

The key is to use food as a lure and reward to teach a new 
behavior or to modify a behavior that you find undesirable. 
This means holding a piece of food in front of the dog’s nose 
to help guide him/her into place, such as the sitting position, 
for example. After a few successful sessions, include the hand 
signal for “sit” and then add the verbal command of “sit.” As 
soon as the dog “sits,” give the treat as a reward. Act quickly, 
for you have less than two seconds for the dog to make the 
connection between the behavior and reward! When training a 
new behavior, make sure that the type of food you chose is very 
interesting to the dog. These are called “high-value” treats and 
can include soft commercial training treats, ½”-sized pieces of 
cooked chicken, beef, or string cheese, etc. This will motivate 
the dog more than something mundane like dry kibble. If you 
are concerned about weight gain, adjust his food ration slightly 
to compensate for the added treats.

The Proper Use of Food in Dog Training and Behavior Modification
MAXINE FOX

The key to using food properly (and not as a bribe or a crutch) 
is to employ random reinforcement as soon as the dog becomes 
secure in a new skill. This means to consistently reward with 
verbal praise EVERY time you give the food reward, then offer 

the food reward intermittently 
after a behavior is successfully 
completed. This keeps the 
dog guessing and anticipating 
when food is coming. Also, a 
“jackpot” should be used while 
training. This means reward-
ing a behavior with three to 
four treats in a row after the 
behavior was done one to two 
times with verbal praise alone. 
The goal is to get your dog to 
respond quickly and correctly 
the first time. As you continue 
to train one or more behav-
iors, you should phase out the 
food when a behavior becomes 

secure. Always give verbal praise, however, as this reinforces the 
dog each time. Also, don’t offer a food reward for an average (or 
below average) response. Over time and with consistent training 
effort on your part, you will see your dog’s progress as well as 
enthusiasm for a job well done!

New Volunteers
LINDA JOHNSTON

Our MAESSR volunteers come from locations that we 
service all along the Mid-Atlantic Region, including New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, the District of Colum-

bia, Virginia, Delaware, and West Virginia. We also have volun-
teers in South Carolina, North Carolina, Arizona, Minnesota, 
Alabama, Tennessee, and New York, who, despite their remote 
locations, are able to assist our organization in accomplishing 
its mission.

If you are interested in learning more about volunteer op-
portunities, please contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Linda 
Johnston, at springerlove@comcast.net, or simply complete 
the online volunteer application on our website.

Please join us in welcoming the following new volunteers who 
recently joined MAESSR.

James Brady • Pitcairn, Pa. | Shannon Ebron • Hanover, Pa. | 
Billie Gibson • Milford, Del. | Mary Carol Jernigan • Virginia 
Beach, Va. | Vickie Losnes • Goodview, Va. | George Morgan • 
Bel Air, Md. | Bill and Lynn Peterson • West Deptford, N.J. | 
Sherri Savar • New Egypt, N.J. | Annette Smith • Hellertown, 
Pa. | Lisa Whelan • Galena, Md. | Ruth Zimmerman • Bradley 
Beach, N.J.
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As much as we might like to spend all day, every day, with  
   our dogs, sometimes we have to let someone else take  
     care of them. A doggie day care, a boarding facility 

that caters to daytime guests, is an especially popular option 
for those who have to leave their dogs alone while they go to 
work. Sometimes, dog owners take their pets to a doggie day 
care facility so that they can have the experience of socializing 
with other dogs. Whatever the reason you decide to find interim 
care, it is important to locate a caregiver you feel is reliable 
and trustworthy. Numerous options usually are available, but 
you will discover that some petcare service providers are better 
equipped to provide quality care than others.

Selecting a Doggie Day Care Facility:
Petcare is not a closely regulated field. Some day cares are oper-
ated by professionals who arrange playtimes and monitor the 
interactions between dogs, but others hire people with little or 
no petcare experience. A doggie day care facility can be located 
almost anywhere. Sometimes they are associated with veterinar-
iry clinics or pet stores, but they also can be located in open-
spaced facilities or in a person’s home. 

Petcare facilities are obliged to follow city and county ordinanc-
es, most of which are the same as for boarding kennels. These 
rules including making sure that there is proper sanitation and 
that all of the animals being housed are up-to-date on their 
vaccinations. Sometimes, doggie day cares are required to have 
a kennel license. Colorado regulates the adult caregiver-to-dog 
ratio, and currently the Virginia legislature is considering a bill 
that would regulate the adult-to-dog ratios and the number of 
dogs that can be housed on the premises. There are no federal 
licensure requirements to open or run a doggie day care.

The ASPCA has provided the following guidelines for dog owners 
who are looking for a doggie day care facility. 

• Adult-to-dog ratios: There should never be more than 10–15 
dogs to any individual group. Additionally, there should be 
75–100 square feet of play space for each dog in a group.

• Caregiver Qualifications: Caregivers should be knowledgeable 
in Canine CPR, and emergency first aid, dog behavior, body 
language, play style, and behavior management.

• Accreditation: The owners, managers, or staff members 
should have individual accreditations and certifications in 
animal behavior and training.

• Safety: The fences should be seven to eight feet high and 
secure and there should be separate rest and play areas, with 
dogs rotating in and out. In addition, there should be plenty 
of water and protection from the weather as well as protocols 
for health and veterinary care. Discipline should consist of 
positive reinforcement and force-free tactics.

• Educational and developmental stimulation: Programs 
should be available for physical, mental, and emotional exer-
cise.

• Consistent schedule of activities and development: There 
should be organized play, education, cleaning, feeding, and so 
on.

• Temperament evaluations: Every reputable doggie day care 
should have a behaviorally sound temperament evaluation 
system.

Selecting a Pet Sitter:
Instead of taking your dogs to a doggie day care, you might 
decide to hire a pet sitter. This would be a good alternative for 
the dog that doesn’t like the noise of a day care or would like 
to stay at home. While it might be tempting to ask a neighbor 
or family member to “check in” on your dog, that isn’t always a 
satisfactory solution. There are many advantages to having a pet 
sitter. 

• A professional pet sitter is trained and knows how to deal 
with emergencies. 

• The dog stays at home in his/her safe, secure environment 
and is surrounded by familiar sights, smells, and sounds, with-
out the trauma of travel or an unfamiliar environment.

• The dog can follow his/her regular diet and exercise routine,  
have play time, and receive love and personal attention.

• Medical treatment can be maintained, if required, and some-
one is responsible in case of an emergency.

• There is no exposure to other animals’ illnesses or parasites.

When looking for a pet sitter, the Humane Society of the United 
States recommends:  

• Certification from National Association of Pet Sitters or Certi-
fied Professional Pet Sitter®.

• Commercial liability insurance to cover accidents and negli-
gence.

• Bonded to protect against theft by a pet sitter or their em-
ployees.

• The pet sitter should have a relationship with a veterinarian 
who can provide emergency services.

• There should be a written service contract spelling out 
services—in-home grooming, dog walking, dog training, and 
play time.

• The pet sitter should meet the pet owner and the pet ahead of 
time.

Looking for doggie day care or a pet sitter can be very stress-
ful. It is important to do the research, visit the day care center 
you’re considering, or interview the pet sitter. This is the only 
way to make sure that the dog is going to be cared for the way 
you would.

Choosing a Doggie Day Care Facility or a Pet Sitter
BERYL KEEGAN
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Every year MAESSR holds several picnics and 
events throughout our region. These 
events give our volunteers and adopt-

ers opportunities to come together to meet 
each other, share information, and have a 
relaxing, fun day. Most people do not real-
ize the extent of planning and preparation 
that goes into hosting one of these events. 
Three of our volunteers collaborated on this 
article to share some of the details that 
must be considered to plan and organize an 
event. 

Most people think that having a MAESSR 
picnic is all about the day of the event. Truth-
fully, there is tons of thoughtful planning that 
needs to occur. To begin, when and where do you 
plan to have the picnic? If it is to be held at a public 
park or another public location, is the facility available on your 
preferred date? Has anyone visited the site? Will the site allow 
dogs? What are the costs associated with the site? What are the 
rules and reservation procedures to secure the site? It’s a good 
idea to have a few other dates in mind, in case the date you 
want is not available. You must also consider the date in terms 
of making sure there are no competing MAESSR events within 
your region for the date you’ve picked. Conflicting events will 
limit the number of attendees. 

It’s important to remember that most people will travel an hour 
or more to attend the picnic. What resources are available to 
attendees planning an overnight stay? Is there a hotel nearby 
that accepts pets? Know what is going on in your area so book-
ing a hotel room isn’t difficult for people who travel from out of 
the area. 

If you want to have the MASSER store open at your picnic, the 
coordination of dates is particularly important. The store is run 
by volunteers who travel great distances to numerous events 
throughout the year. Be sure they are able to attend. If not, the 
store and the volunteers who run it may not be present. 

Now that you have decided on a date and have a place to hold 
the picnic, you need to recruit other MAESSR volunteers to 
help you. Once you have volunteers you all can decide whether 
your picnic will have a theme. Will you need decorations? What 
is the layout plan for the picnic site? Is there a pavilion or do 
you need tents? Are tents allowed? Where will you place the 
registration table and who will staff it? Make sure that there are 
name tags. What about the availability of restrooms and is there 
one that is handicap-accessible? 

Next, you need to determine what food you’ll provide. You will 
need to work with MAESSR leadership to develop a budget for 
costs. Are you ordering from a local business? Do they deliver to 
the location you have chosen? Are they willing to work with  
you to negotiate a lower price? If you are having a picnic at 
your home, will you prepare the food? If food needs to be cooked  

Planning a MAESSR Picnic
CHUCK GRUTZIUS, DEB SELL-PUGH, LINDA SHOPE

during the event, who will do it? How many helpers do 
you need? Have plenty of trash bags on hand!

As you begin to market the event you need to be 
sure you’ve provided adequate information about 

where the picnic is to be held. For instance, provide 
a precise address so that attendees can use 

their GPS systems. Directions and a map are 
desirable. Is there plenty of parking space? If  
the event is to be on your property, do your 
neighbors know? Be sure to let attendees 
know what they will need to bring with them.  
Typically, this is a folding chair for the 
people, drinking water for humans and dogs, 
treats for dogs, towels if dogs like to swim, 

waste cleanup bags, toys, and leashes. You 
might want to consider a backup plan for water, 

as attendees sometimes forget to bring it with them.

Do you plan to have a demonstration or a guest speaker? If you 
are having a demo, meet with individuals beforehand and select 
an area where the activity will occur. Consider how much space 
is available and how much is needed. If dogs are required to be 
leashed, how does this affect your event? If you have a guest 
speaker, is there a space where everyone can gather and listen? 
Do you need a microphone? 

Plan for dogs who do not do well in social settings and ask the 
Marketplace to bring yellow bandanas so dogs that need extra 
space can easily be identified. Be aware that some dogs have 
difficulty with large social gatherings and a long day filled with 
so much stimulation may simply be too much to handle. Have 
first aid kits available for both people and dogs. Anything can 
happen and you want to be prepared. 

Think about how the day will flow and how you will keep at-
tendees engaged. For example, will you have games like Springer 
Bingo or Trivia? If there is water access, can the dogs swim? Do 
they need to be leashed when swimming? Do you have room for 
races? We want attendees to have a good time and meet new 
people. How will you encourage a social setting so people can 
meet and talk? How do you get new people involved? Do you 
have nametags for attendees? Make sure your plans for the day 
are circulated beforehand.

On the day of the event, provide extra water bowls throughout 
the picnic area for dogs who need them. Be sure to put your 
name on them. Make an announcement before each event. In-
clude information on what time lunch is being served. 

Don’t be shy about asking for help with setup and cleanup. 
Bring extra trash bags and have folks available to help arrange 
tables. This is especially important in rental pavilions, as the 
picnic tables are quite heavy. 

Finally, be sure to leave the picnic area as tidy as you found it 
or even better. If a deposit has been made on rentals, we’ll want 
to get our deposit back.
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Supporting MAESSR’s Numerous Events
MARTHA McCARTNEY AND VICKI PHILLIPS

Every year festivals, fairs, 
shows, expos, and rescue 
events are held through-

out MAESSR’s territory. Many 
of our volunteers participate in 
one or more events and some 
serve as the coordinator of one 
or more events. In this article 
Candi Lynn and Christine Lee 
have been asked to share their 
experiences as Event Coordina-
tors.

Candi Lynn, who lives in 
Northampton, Pa., became a 
MAESSR volunteer in October 
2006. She currently serves as the Eastern PA Events Coordina-
tor and as MAESSR’s Senior and Special Needs Dogs Coordinator. 
Candi says, “I love speaking to people about MAESSR and the 
great work we do. People get excited and want to volunteer. It 
is always fun spending time with rescue friends and we all love 
when a Springer we have followed gets adopted.” When Candi 
was asked about some of the pitfalls she’s encountered, she 
said, “At times we will have an event that is poorly attended 
either from lack of advertising or because of bad weather. That 
can make a long day even longer.”

Asked what words of wisdom she’d care to share with anyone 
thinking of representing MAESSR at a local event, Candi said, 
“It is important to be personable and willing to listen. Everyone 
who stops by wants to tell you their story, so you need to listen. 
You should also know some key information about MAESSR. The 
MAESSR talking points for volunteers is a big help.” When que-
ried about a highlight from an event she’d organized, she said 
that she remembered a great feeling of pride when she watched 
one of her fosters get adopted during an event at which she was 
working. She added that she was so pleased to see people swarm 
all over DJ, since they’d been following his story and had seen 
his posters.

Christine Lee and her husband, Jim Vezina, of Beachwood, N.J., 
also are dedicated Events Coordinators. They became involved 
with MAESSR in 2012, and in 2014 stepped up to be the Co-
ordinators for NJ events. Christine said that they’d met some 
MAESSR volunteers at the Cranberry Festival in Chatsworth, 
N.J. They really wanted to help MAESSR, but knew that foster-
ing wasn’t a great option for them. She added, “It wasn’t long 
before we asked if we could help,” and learned that there are 
many ways to be of assistance. She said that because she likes 
going to craft fairs, she figured that helping out at events was 
the perfect blend of volunteering and leisure. 

Christine finds volunteering very rewarding, and it is great to 
see someone become a volunteer after you’ve talked with them 
at an event. She loves hearing people’s stories about a Springer 
they have had in their lives and commented that it seems like 

everyone has had a Springer at some point. Asked about some of 
the pitfalls she’s encountered as an Event Coordinator, Chris-
tine said, “Sometimes volunteers don’t know enough about an 
event’s layout. For example, the volunteers might get there only 
to discover that the conditions aren’t the best fit for the dogs, 
or that it is a long distance to walk. Sometimes there are too 
many rescues at the same event or the event space is on asphalt 
or there’s not enough space or shade.” She said that they’ve 
learned to ask questions ahead of time and if it is to be a large 
event, it is important to schedule people for different times 
throughout the day. She added, “You don’t want to be caught 
without enough help with setup or breakdown. It pays to plan a 
few months in advance.”

When Christine was asked what words of wisdom she’d like to 
share with anyone thinking of representing MAESSR at a local 
event, she said, “I would encourage anyone to start small with 
just a table and some info. It’s a great way to spread the word 
about MAESSR. Then, once you’re more comfortable, you can 
branch out to bigger events and recruit help.” She thinks it’s 
a good idea to check the Internet and Facebook to see what 
events are going on in your area. She also recommends voiding 
the summer months because it can be too hot for the dogs and 
the volunteers. 

Christine says, “Whenever possible, you should try to have a 
MAESSR dog at your event because they bring in the crowds and 
get people talking. Be well organized in your presentation and 
make an effort to engage people instead of waiting for them 
to talk to you. For example, if someone is just browsing, ask 
whether they have a dog. People love to talk about their dogs, 
whether or not they’re Springers. Strike up a general conversa-
tion even if they aren’t interested in Springers. If people think 
you are peddling info they will avoid the table. However, you 
never know whether they may have a friend or a relative who’ll 
need us in the future or be interested in adopting. Sometimes 
people are interested in volunteering even though they don’t 
have a dog or a Springer, so be prepared to talk about all the 
different ways they can help. People usually assume that volun-

continued on page 11
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Thank you for donating!
“I expect to pass through this world but once; any good thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show 

to any fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.” — Etienne de Grellet

MAESSR would like to acknowledge the generous support of our donors. We are deeply grateful for the generosity of our MAESSR 
family. Your donations are essential to ensuring the continuation of our mission to rescue and re-home English Springer Spaniels.

Monthly 
Subscription 
Donations
Rolf Rykken
Ilonka Dazevedo
William and Melissa 
Campbell

Helen S. Harrill
Stephen Robinson
Mary Lou Lelii-Bryant
Linda Parker
Roberta Connell

General Donations

OCTOBER
Pam Walker
Michelle Hasting
Roberta Reichwein
Rob Zembower
Mary Beach
James W. Markle
Robert Hooker
Elizabeth Bourne
Wendy Oien

NOVEMBER
Randy and Kristi 
Hockersmith

Meredith and Cynthia 
Scott

Marjorie Gensemer
Peter Kehrig
William Shepard
Barbara Breeden
Fidelity Charitable
Anne Groth
Howard Robertson III
Christopher Caffrey
Angela and Brian Kargus
Barb Dawson and Sandy 
Brasington

Nicholas Loveless
William Trousdale
Kim Winter
Alyssa Dermott
Nancy Spruill
Silvia Mandes
Ann Buetow
Margaret Richcreek
Sheryl Smith
Jennifer Lake
Lori Crowe
Christopher Cafferata

Karen Zen
Dusti Phillips
Linda Johnston
Barb Moyer
Stephanie Mudgett
April Hendrix
Daniel Wilson
Roger Conley
Charles Darling
Sarah Groft
Ann Davis
Anonymous benefactor: 
Obi vet bill

DECEMBER
Ann Davis
Kathleen Kyer
Carol A. Hails
Jim Lutz
Sharon Corrigan
Sergio Diaz-Briquets
Darla Held
John and Charlotte 
McGorry

Donna Thompson
Tina Freels
Andrea Wooten
Martine and Stuart 
Eisenberg

Martha and Scott Jones
Douglas Barth
Arthur Wicks
Luis Bravo
Jamie McCracken
Chuck Grutzius
Joyce and Richard 
Garrison

Joan C. Cromwell
Jim O’Connor
Edith and Thomas Williams
Susan Spaid
Natalya Tverskaya
Melanie Lopez
Kathleen Clark
Shelly and Walter Daly
Vincent Hackley
Clifford and Donna Laing
Geoffrey Roswick
Cheryl Saggers
Darlene Zeiger
Calvin Atwood and Deirdre 
Brill

Carol Bliven
Ranee and John Rotter

Neil Sands
John High
Mark Atkinson
Christine Becker
Jim Brown
Tina Chandler
Kimberly Nuzzaci
Shelia Spraker
Gloria Womble
James and Sandra Rawle
Pat and Charles Bullens
Jane and Ted Cheatham
Derek and Anne Cross
Gladys Deckers
Reed Lawson
Christine Marsh-
Rijssenbeek

Patricia Paquette
James and Johanna 
Pedrazzani

Robert and Georgina Riley
Paul and Carol Scagnelli
Donna Thompson
John and Arlyss Tombarge
Craig Walker
Robert and Sally Ware
Beth Watson
Judith and John Willock
Joann Kansier
Donna Rodio
Deb Sell-Pugh
Debra Sidman
Anne Neese and Allen 
Hashbarger

Kenneth and Donna Frengs
Marie and Bob Messick
Randy and Kristi 
Hockersmith

Geraine Stocker
Douglas and Janis Wood
Kimberly Builders, Inc.
Elyse Saladoff
Shirley Wertz
Ronald and Mary Kuklinski
Gloria Steinmeyer
Barbara Ewing
Kathy and Gary Urquhart
Mary Lou Lelii-Bryant
Jeff and Susan Clark
Alison and Hannah 
Grinwis

Peggy Blumenthal
Charles and Jean Grutzius

Charlotte Ball
Melissa Hayworth
Maureen Ragan
Joe and Donna Harkins
Howard and Bambi Stevens
Brian Elinich
Margaret Williams
Kim Fox
Wendy Hogan
Joanne Sweeney
Rachel Corrigan
Steven Tulin
Connie Buck
Robert Hooker
Barbara Albert
M.J. Mintz
Brian and AnnMarie White
Kathy and Mark Lowery
Jean Tanis
Barbara Finnan
Jeffrey Summers
Cheryl and Ron Larner
Cynthia Randall
Cheryl Weinstein
Caroline von Stade
Jean-Marie and Murray 
Tate

Carlton and Jean Bagley
Kenneth Kellogg
Barry Burghardt
Kathleen Weaver
Judith and Vinson 
Friedman

Jim and Mary Riley
Michael and Cheryl Wrabell
Donald and Linda Baker
Carolyn Baranowski
Mary Loomis
Charles Spurgeon
Pat and William Jaeger
Janet Lemson
Bill Tucker

Donations  
in Memory of
Amy Adkins—Ernie
Jean Miller—Remy
Andrea Austin—Daisy
Richard Corkery—Annie 5
Carole Alderman—Lucky
Eric Hansen: 
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey 
Laureen Camisi

Jean Heilprin Diehl and 
Jackson Diehl—MacDuff

Linda Mercer—Precious II
Robert O. Belo—Dakota
Linda Shope—Gracie Ann
Tina Chandler—Katie 
McDonald

Jennie and Lara Hennan—
Kay McDonald

Bubba: 
Andrea and Larry Austin 
Dessie Botham 
Deb Sell-Pugh

Delores Terry—Jasmine 
and Jasper

Allen and Kate Stevens—
Katie Marie and Chelsea 
Rose

Tom Scanlan—Molly 29 
(Class of 2008)

Sandy Westenkirchner—
Hudson (Class of 2006)

Steve Levin—Doris Levin
Robert and Maureen 
Berry—Zeke

Linda and John Cannon—
Lucy

Thomas Loose—Linda 
Loose

Mark and Jane Mendlow—
Huxley

Kay Strickler—Walker and 
Lady

Laureen Camisi—Carl 
Peterson

Deb Sell-Pugh—Gracie 
Ann

Automated Office Systems, 
Inc.—Morgan, Tug, 
Bailey

Megan Ferraro—Tobias
Clara Robbs—Jackson IV
Janet Smith—Desi
Linda and Gerald Shope—
Molly Marie and Daisy 
Beagle

Kerry D’Ascoli—Steve B. 
McDonald

Wendy Hogan—Hattie 
(Ladi, Class of 2001)

Sean Flynn—Macabee
Keith Sames—Callie and 
Maggie

Jeremy and Sharon Lees—
Jane and Curt Nase
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Thank you for donating!
Glenn and Bonnie 
Stevens—Sophie and 
Summer

Judy Chesser—Katie

Donations  
in Honor of
Andrea and Larry Austin—
Jed and Molly

Mary Glass—Kate Glass’ 
birthday

Jean Heilprin Diehl and 
Jackson Diehl—Oliver

Beverly Young—Heather 
and David McAuliffe

Peter and Katherine 
McKellar—Freckles

Elizabeth Arnold—Lily
Carole Diorisio—Maverick
Jan Barnett—Ben

Jean A. Shaw—Ashlee and 
Libby

Noella Bryden—Okie
G.R. Jarvis—Max and 
Molly

Deborah Bolino—Lindsey 
Bloom & Tina: Merry 
Christmas

Margaret Eastwood—
Brownie and Marley

Kenneth and Jane 
Kolson—Josie

Carolyn Mortgu—Shadow
Allen and Kate Stevens—
Katie Marie and Chelsea 
Rose

Martha and Carl Achman—
Bert and Lily

Joanne Shipley—Merry 
Christmas

Margaret Stevenson—Zoey

Robin Van Buren—Pepper
James and Sandra Rawle—
Jazzy

Katharine B. Arnstein—
Cheryl Weinstein and 
Tucker

Tim and Linda Daniel—
Sammie and Ravi

ESSFTA—Deb Sell-Pugh
Edward Nuzzaci—Lisa 
Nuzzaci

Patricia and Anne Ryan—
Kay McDonald’s 75th 
birthday

Majorie Goodman—Monty
Alice Fisher—Rucca
Noreen Tusa—Keely
Agnes Sterrett—Isbelle 
Chewing: Merry Christmas

Ernest Beyard—Jackie’s 
Christmas present

Mary Daum—Merry 
Christmas, Fran Hrastar

Barbara Draughon—Merry 
Christmas, Ruth Perez

OTJ Architects—Mark 
Fletcher

Kathleen McQuaid and 
Jeffrey Burnham—
Thomas and Zara

Donna Conti—Sophie and 
Milli

Heather Grutzius—Jean 
and Chuck Grutzius: 
Thank you for helping!

Sean Flynn—Ingram
Jay Fisher—Remi (Class of 
2006)

Julie & Robert Glass—Bill 
and Debbie Lipcsey

T.J. Davis—Myah’s love of 
dogs

James and Nancy 
Laessle—Abby

Tamara Robb—Molly and 
Hansel

Clifford and Donna 
Laing—Molly and Hansel

Barbara Breeden and 
Lauren Lavine—Tucker 
Weinstein

Claire Kaugars—Bill and 
Debbie Lipcsey

Alice Petko—Bill and 
Debbie Lipcsey

James and Elizabeth 
Seybert—Gunner and 
Maddie

Isabelle and Barry 
Chewning—Happy 
birthday, Tara and 
Spencer

Carol Defries—Tugger aka 
Bonz
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The 6th Annual MAESSR 
golf tournament will be 
held Saturday, Septem-

ber 29, 2018, at the beautiful 
Kiskiack Golf Course, near 
Williamsburg, Virginia. This 
Captain’s Choice tournament 
will commence with registra-
tion at 8am and a shotgun 
start at 9am. The entry fee, 
which is $300 per team and 
$75 for individuals, includes 
green fees, cart, practice balls, 
and a delicious lunch. There 
will be raffles, free range balls, 
and other prizes. Single golfers 
are welcome. MAESSR alumni 
will be on hand at this tourna-
ment, which has netted almost 
$36,000 for MAESSR over the 
past five years. Please con-
sider supporting MAESSR’s 6th 
Annual Golf Tournament by 
participating as a golfer or vol-
unteer, donating a raffle prize 
or gift item, or by becoming a 
hole sponsor! 

Save the Date!



Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
P.O. Box 15354
Richmond, VA 23227
info@maessr.org
(301)362-0423
MAESSR President – president@maessr.org
Vice President – vicepresident@maessr.org
Adoptions Coordinator – adoptioncoordinator@maessr.org
Senior Dogs Coordinator – seniors@maessr.org 
Fundraising Coordinator – fundraising@maessr.org 
Newsletter Editor – newsletter@maessr.org
Dog Intake/Foster Home Coordinator – foster@maessr.org 
Transport Coordinator – transport@maessr.org 
Volunteer Coordinator – volunteers@maessr.org 
Shelter Dog Coordinator – shelterdog@maessr.org 
Owner Relinquishment Coordinator – relinquish@maessr.org 
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Phone #  ____________________________________ E-mail Address  _____________________________________

Ship To:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

All prices include shipping/postage costs. Please enclose this slip with your check made payable to MAESSR.
Mail to: MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227

HOW MANY ITEM DESCRIPTION/CIRCLE CHOICE PRICE TOTAL

Men’s Red Polo Shirt Medium

Large

X-Large

2X

$40.00

$40.00

$40.00

$40.00

Magnets “SPRINGER” spelled out $10.00

Sara England Prints
Lake Dog
Paws for Claws
Paws for Lobsters
Reel Best Friend
St. Patty’s Day

Springer Summertime!
Springers in a row boat
Springers having a crab fest
Springers having a lobster fest
Springer catches a fish
Springers drinking Irish beer

$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00

Dog toy Large donkey: These fun characters are made 
from a durable, checkered plush featuring Chew 
Guard technology to stand up to tough play. One 
11”x10”x8” dog toy. 
 
 
 

$12.00

TOTAL

MAESSR Marketplace

Supporting MAESSR’s Numerous Events
continued from page 8

teering means fostering, and  
many folks feel that they can’t 
foster because it would break 
their hearts when it’s time 
to let the dogs go to their 
forever home. If your event is 
expected to last a long time, 
give the dogs a break, ide-
ally in an area away from the 
public, or schedule different 
dogs throughout the day. Even 
though the dogs are getting 
loved on, it’s tiring for them.”

When asked if she has a highlight from an event she’s orga-
nized, Christine said, “I consider all events a great way to help 
MAESSR and a chance to socialize with other MAESSR volun-
teers.” She used as an example the Hair of the Dog 5K, which is 
a run-and-wine festival that raises money for animal rescue. She 
also loves the larger regional festivals like the Cranberry Festival 
and Bayfest, because they bring out a huge mix of people, not 
just dog lovers, and offer a variety of things to do.

Three cheers for Candi, Christine, and Jim, some of our most 
dedicated MAESSR volunteers!


